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Problem: Different Workstreams => Complexity

- EU acquis Implementation in EnC
- CACM Implementation in SEE (EU + EnC)
- WB 6/Paris Process
- EnC Guidelines on Organised Markets
Solution: Integrate Workstreams => SEE Roadmap

- EU acquis Implementation in EnC
- CACM Implementation in SEE (EU + EnC)
- Trading in SEE
- WB 6/Paris Process
- EnC Guidelines on Organised Markets
Establishing Electricity Trading in SEE

Concept: Iteration of technical & political meetings (CESEC Model)

**Technical discussions**

- Definition of **limited** key targets
- Meetings at technical level
  - EnC ↔ EnC
  - EnC and EU neighbours
- **Goal:** Identification of key problems

**Political Discussion**

- Political discussion - selected issues
- Meetings at political level
  - Bilateral: EnC / COM ↔ CP/MS
  - Multilateral: EU/EnC / CP/MS
- **Goal:** Solutions for key problems

Result?

- (-) Result
- (+) Solution

Solution
SEE Electricity Trading Roadmap: Implementation

- Agreement on Roadmap process (EnC & EU)
- Agreement on selected key targets
- Meetings at technical level
- Meetings at political level
- Start of CACM early implementation process
- Prepare legal CACM implementation